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About This Game
Shadows in the Darkness is an intense, cooperative roguelite, letting players venture down into the depths of mysterious
dungeons to eradicate the darkness beneath. Play alone or with your friends to explore random dungeons, collect unique loot,
and fight dangerous enemies.

Features
Vast randomly generated dungeons
-Everytime a new game begins, a massive system of 21 floors is generated. Huge libraries, small hallways, and open
spaces await in this underground network.
Fully functional 4 player co-op or singleplayer
-Explore the dungeons with friends! Create tactics to distract enemies, manage the various loot found, and dominate the
final boss together.
-This doesn't mean you can't play alone, however. The dungeon difficulty is fully adjustable.
4 intense boss fights
-As you descend into the dungeons, tough bosses await to stop you in your tracks. Create a plan and figure out how to
kill them before they kill you.
Dangerous, wandering enemies
-Fight orcs, goblins, slimes, spiders, and much more in the deeper floors. Enemies wander about, allowing for you to
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coordinate attacks and ambush to increase your likelihood of survival.
Easy to learn, difficult to master
-There are very few controls to learn throughout the game, but in order to be able to defeat the dungeon, you must learn
the enemies, manage your resources, and fight your way to victory.
Full physics-based item system
-Physics-based items allow for a fighting system based on skill.
Unique inventory system
-Inventory does not go by slots, rather it is managed solely on space. Open up your pack, and place items in a fashion
that allow for the maximum amount of space to be filled.
-You have a single holster on your back for weapons allowing for quick access.
Lots of loot
-Find various swords, wands, potions, and scrolls scattered in chests and rooms. There are a wide variety of items to
fight with or use but look carefully, as the best might be hidden somewhere in the darkest corners...
Shadows in the Darkness is in Early Access, so please be mindful of all bugs or issues, and leave suggestions in the Steam
forums or on the r/scornz subreddit. I'll work my hardest to remove and fix found bugs as soon as possible. Thank you!
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Title: Shadows in the Darkness
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Scornz
Publisher:
Scornz
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 8
Processor: Intel i5-4590
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GEFORCE GTX 980
Storage: 500 MB available space
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This game is enchanting and horrifying at the same time - the cute art style mixed with macabre visuals and atmosphere work
amazingly well together! I'm a huge fan of the Yomawari series and I'm hoping to see more installments in the future!. Killer
Instinct always had great music, so this was an instant purchase for me.
Only thing missing is proper number tagging, which took me all of five minutes, but it should be noted.. Needs more people
playing.. The real Dark Souls begins here. Is it just me or is this like, Joystick only?
Am I that dumb?. I love swords in VR and went looking for a good swordfighting simulator. So far, I don't think Sword Master
is one of those. I know the game is cheap, but still I've been kinda disappointed. The gameplay is simplistic and gets difficult in
the wrong ways.
I imagined this would be a game where you have to develop your swordfighting skills against enemies that are increasingly
better at wielding their swords. Instead, Sword Master quickly gets more difficult by throwing more enemies at you at the same
time, and those enemies get bigger and have bigger shields. That seems somewhat unfair, considering that you have to stand in
the middle of two or three guys going at you. Fortunately, though, I learned that I could take down even a huge enemy by doing
a repeated stabbing or twirling motion instead of finding the best place or time to strike a blow. The enemies don't seem to be
able to defend themselves against simple mashing. Maybe that's why the game makes you fight more than one of them at the
same time.
So far I've played through almost all the Novice levels. Maybe the gameplay will change at some point. Just know that if you
decide to play this, you might get frustrated early on. Graphics-wise, the game is not that pretty. The swords look cool but the
player models are strange, with limbs that look deformed. Yeah, I know, only 10 bucks...but whatever.
On the plus side, it's a decent workout.
I think that this could potentially be a good game, if it encouraged the player to do some actual swordfighting against one (okay,
maybe two) opponent at a time.. Great fun. It is tactically enjoyable and complex, although at first seeming like a rather simple
game.
Now, please make a coop version with different ship types etc. :)
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This was decently fun. It was interesting to see Robin portryed as a woman and gether her merry men. The hidden object aspects
were pretty good and having the different skills of the merry men to use to figure out the puzzles were fun. I think the best
ultilization of this aspect was towards the end when you rescued Robin's husband. I wish that technique was used a lot more
often. Otherwise, the only times i needed th hint system was to clean each area by finding the hidden gold. The fact that it told
you when each area/screen was clear was helpful too because then it make it easier to figure out where you were meant to go
next. Overall, a short but interesting experiance. Great for a quick causal afternoon.. Great story, interesting choices, I loved it.
It's a pretty hard and beautiful minimalist puzzle.. Bought on day 1 available, played Gujian2 was a good game, but this is such a
greater game compare to Gujian2. You can tell that dev team have put lots lots improvements on details of the game. The
amazing sights, beautiful music and the action feel of the combat. I can only hope the English version going out ASAP so more
people can see this great chinese style RPG game. This was once a great fun game. However its now dead. Not 1 or 5 people on
a 32 server type dead i mean dead dead. Not a single server in sight. The was a dev that said they were making an update but so
far it seems to be nothing as nothing ever followed. In the end dont buy this. Not because its a bad game but because theres no
multiplayer servers to play and bots get boring after a while. If the game becomes active again though i will change my review..
What it says on the tin.. Buy dinner date instead, 10/10. I'm not much of a racing fan, or of competitive sports in general, but
this game offers amazing graphics, beautiful maps, and reminds me of the fun and open world of ATV Off Road Fury series for
PS2. I would definately recommend this!
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